END OF A TUMULTUOUS YEAR

As 2004 draws to a close it is perhaps fitting to look back at a year which by any standards has been a tumultuous one for the Association.

It began with the failing health and then untimely passing of the Association’s first Executive Director, Neil Thomas. Neil had been at the helm since 1987 and had overseen the Association’s development from fledgling body to a highly regarded organisation within the golf world.

His funeral, on a snowy day last February, saw mourners come from all corners of the country and as far afield as the United States and Sweden, a real measure of the respect in which Neil was held and the stature BIGGA has now attained.

That the Association kept on course and even continued to develop during Neil’s illness, says much for the quality of the team at BIGGA HOUSE and, in particular, John Pemberton, who carried the brunt of the additional responsibility while Neil was on sick leave, and who was subsequently appointed Chief Executive on a permanent basis.

John has put his own stamp on the Association since taking on the top job. He has ensured that he has got himself out and about as much as possible to meet members and listen to their wishes and concerns. It is an approach and formula he has extended to the trade and other bodies within the game of golf and it would be fair to say that John has been rewarded for his time spent on Britain’s motorway network, and indeed beyond these shores, with BIGGA’s profile at an all time high.

That can only be good news and with John’s work being replicated by others at headquarters you can be assured no stone is being left untumbled in ensuring that BIGGA’s voice, and that of the greenkeeping profession, is being heard and, more importantly, listened to.

With Neil’s passing at the beginning of the year it is sad to report another loss at the end. Roland Taylor, who has written for Greenkeeper International for over eight years, died suddenly after a short illness last month.
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With Neil’s passing at the beginning of the year it is sad to report another loss at the end. Roland Taylor, who has written for Greenkeeper International for over eight years, died suddenly after a short illness last month.

Indeed the final article he wrote appeared as recently as November’s magazine and he had several others in the pipeline and due to appear over the next seven or eight months.

Roland was a thoroughly decent man, well respected within the industry, and a very dependable and conscientious writer. The thoughts of everyone at BIGGA go out to his partner, Hilary, and his family.

For the Thomas and Taylor families this Christmas will be a particularly difficult time - happiness and joy in so many homes but sadness and an emptiness in their own.

Hopefully this Christmas most of the rest of us will be in the fortunate position of experiencing happiness and joy and that we can all use the time to relax, unwind and prepare for what I’d like to think might be a less tumultuous 2005.

Scott MacCallum
Editor

BUGGY BAN BAFFLES CLUBS

Confusion is rife about new rules affecting buggy and trolley bans on golf courses, says the National Golf Clubs’ Advisory Association (NGCAA).

The Disability Discrimination Act means golf clubs must remove any physical barriers preventing a disabled person from using a course. Failing to do this will make the club liable for damages for unlawful discrimination which could run into thousands.

However, Michael Shaw, National Secretary of the NGCAA, says many clubs are confused about how the Act affects buggy and trolley bans that already exist.

“We’ve had a surge of queries from clubs concerned about the legality of buggy and trolley bans on their courses. There is definitely confusion. What is clear is that courts no longer approve a blanket ban.

“However, clubs are entitled to impose a ban which restricts access to those parts of the course it is necessary to preserve.

“They must also implement a ban if the health and safety of any individual is at risk due to weather and ground conditions.

“It is vital that clubs are able to justify any ban they impose and they must have documentation in place to explain the reasons behind it,” added Shaw.

ROBSON OPENS RANSOMES JACOBSEN OFFICE

One of Ransomes Jacobsen’s biggest and longest standing fans opened the new office block on their existing Ipswich site last month.

Sir Bobby Robson, who has managed Ipswich Town, England and Newcastle United among many others, had retained a house in Ipswich for 34 years until recently.

He told the assembled guests that he had inherited a Ransomes cylinder mower when he bought the house and had passed the same mower on to the new owners when he left earlier this year.

“I was once at the Sydney Cricket Ground and saw a groundsman cutting the square with a Ransomes machine so I just had to go up and tell him that I came from the same town as where his machine had been made,” said Sir Bobby, who, for all his obvious knowledge of the company, was making his first visit.

“I’d never been to the factory before but the whole football club knew where it was because so many of the Ransomes workers were Ipswich Town season ticket holders. In fact I used to joke that a great midfield would have been Ransomes, Simms and Jeffries,” said Sir Bobby.

Recently appointed Ransomes Jacobsen Managing Director, David Withers, had earlier accompanied Sir Bobby around the plant introducing him to many of the staff while invited guests were given a guided tour of Ipswich Town’s ground, Portman Road.

DEREK’S NEW ROLE IN DUNDEE

Derek Hoskins, of the Scottish Central Section, has been promoted to Parks Duty Officer with Dundee City Council.

Derek has been on duty for the Council for 24 years, as an apprentice, assistant and Head Greenkeeper on the Camperdown Golf Course, one of two courses Dundee City Council own.

Derek’s new role will see him swap his steal toecaps and thermals for the less unfamiliar shirt and tie combination, as he oversees the greenkeeping team at the second Council course, Caird Park. In an ironic twist, Derek actually started his greenkeeping career at Caird Park, seeing out the first two years of his apprenticeship, before moving to Camperdown.
Stephen (centre) receives the Diamond Jug from sponsor Alex Cruickshank (left), of Daval, and Ayrshire chairman Martin Lothian from Turnberry.

**STEPHEN’S LOCH LOMOND TRIUMPH**

Stephen Higgins, of Ardeer Golf Club, became Ayrshire champion and the third winner of the Diamond Jug at the Dundonald Links of Loch Lomond Golf Club recently. He matched the 35pts scored at Prestwick St Nicholas in the spring to win.

Ayrshire enjoyed a fabulous day in the autumn sunshine on the new Dundonald course, which was under refurbishment but in splendid order, especially the greens, which were awesome. For this and the excellent hospitality shown to the Ayrshire members on the day a special thanks to Course Superintendent, Ken Stems, and all of the staff for a truly fantastic day for the Ayrshire Section.

**FUNDING FOR SPORTS SURFACE TECHNOLOGY MSC**

The need for a scientific approach to maintaining and constructing natural and artificial sports surfaces has never been greater.

To cope with this, a new breed of sports surface manager is needed; someone with outstanding scientific and technical skills.

Cranfield University is offering employers in the sports arena ‘match-for-match funding’ to encourage them to give their grounds managers the opportunity to attend the well-established Sports Surface Technology MSC degree course on a part-time basis.

Course Director Alex Vickers said, “The Sports Surface MSC is the only one of its kind in Europe, and attracts students from all kinds of sports surface backgrounds.

“Recent research has highlighted the need for us to encourage employers to invest in their staff and, therefore, the future of their facilities. We hope this initiative will break down some of the barriers faced by grounds staff and Course Managers when trying to get sponsorship from their employers.”

He continued, “The course certainly benefits employers; not only will their managers gain new practical and technical skills but all students undertake an extensive research project at their place of work as part of the degree.”

The ‘match-for-match’ funding means employers do not have to pay half the fee for the first year – a saving of £1000.

It is also envisaged that employers will be offered a half-day workshop giving them the opportunity to find out more about the work being undertaken by the students and the Cranfield Centre for Sports Surfaces.

**KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES’**

Jane Jones has been appointed as BIGGA’s new Regional Administrator for the South West and South Wales Region.

Jane officially started her new role on November 1 and has already been busy visiting numerous clubs, meeting many members and aiding in the organisation of the final stages of the Cannington Conference held on November 17.

“My feet haven’t touched the ground since I started, I have been setting up my office, while organising various events and meeting lots of the guys,” said Jane.

“This job appealed to me as I have been part of the golfing world for so long and really enjoy everything about it and the people in it. I love meeting new people, organising events, helping people and using my knowable in my work.

“In my role as a Regional Administrator I feel I can really do this, while also being a crucial link between the members and BIGGA HQ and playing my part in moving the whole Association forward.”

Jane joins BIGGA after 12 years as an Assistant Manager at Thornbury Golf Centre, which is based just outside Bristol. Previous to this she had worked in the hotel conference business, before her love for golf moved her into the game for good.

A keen golfer, Jane is a member of both Thornbury and The Bristol Golf Club, where she has filled the post of Social Secretary.

**NO RAIN IN SPAIN FOR MARK**

Moving house and changing jobs can be a difficult and often unsettling time for most people, but when it involves moving countries and cultures also, it makes it that much more daunting.

However we are pleased to report that Mark Ellis, formerly of the Mid Anglia Section, is thoroughly enjoying his new life out in Spain.

Mark left Stocks Golf Club in July to move to the Costa Blanca, where his wife, Angela, works on a local ex-pat newspaper, The Coast Rider.

“When I saw Mark he was enjoying the easy life sunbathing, eating out and drinking. I had a tour of his local area including his local bar, new house, pool and beaches,” said Clive Parnell, of Gem Professional, who recently visited Mark.

The pictures we received clearly back up this statement.
SCARCROFT HEAD GREENKEEPER DIES AT 35

It is Greenkeeper International’s sad duty to report that Telford Jarvis, of Scaracroft Golf Club, passed away on November 14 2004 after a short illness.

Telford was a highly thought of individual by all that knew him, a man that took great pride in all of his work.

This was clearly appreciated by the membership of Scaracroft GC itself, as over 50 members from the club attend his funeral. In all over 200 people attended the funeral, consisting of friends, golfers, BIGGA representatives and many greenkeepers from across the country.

Telford was born in Castleford, West Yorkshire, on February 21 1969 and started his career in greenkeeper at Normanton Golf Club, after dabbling in bricklaying. He enjoyed the job he was doing and he put a lot of effort into gaining his qualifications at Askham Bryan College on block release where he met a lot of his friends from within the industry. He worked at Roundhey Park Golf Club and Low Laithes GC before moving to Scaracroft Golf Club in 1988.

While there he worked hard to rise through the ranks to become Head Greenkeeper in 1998. He was a very conscientious worker who always gave 110% and transformed the course into the excellent place it is today. Telford was also a keen and excellent golfer, winning, among other things, the BIGGA & Iseki Championship Final in 1991.

Telford was married to Lisa, since 1999, and they shared a beautiful and happy life together, with the icing on the cake being the arrival, on October 25 2002, of their son, Roman.

“The void left in the world can never be filled, Telford was loved and admired by many. My heart is with Lisa, their son Roman and his parents and family,” said close friend David Mulholland, Course Manager, Pontefract and District Golf Club.

GCSAA INCENTIVES FOR FIRST TIME EXHIBITORS AT SHOW

GCSAA have announced their excellent incentive packages for first time exhibitors at the Golf Industry Show in February 2005.

The A.E.A. together with UK Trade & Investment have been supporting the GCSAA show for a number of years and the GCSAA are keen to encourage new overseas exhibitors to the event and are offering an excellent incentive package to UK companies.

These benefits include: Golf Industry Show exhibitor space subsidy; Pre/post event marketing and advertising discount; VIP reception invitation; Tickets to GCSAA President’s celebration; Distributor registration list; Private meetings room; Solutions challenge location.

They are also offering complimentary registration to future exhibitors and will schedule a tour of the Show to learn more about the event.

A.E.A. and UKTI will also have a catalogue stand at the Show, so company literature from UK companies is urgently required.

Full details of this package and the catalogue stand are available from Debbie Dale at the A.E.A.

Tel: 01733 362925 or email export@aea.uk.com.

GOLFJOBS WEBSITE ARRIVES IN THE UK

The launch of www.golfjobs.co.uk has been announced following the successful introduction of the 100% dedicated golf recruitment website, www.golfjobs.ie, in the Irish market.

Spearheaded by Ryder Cup legend, Christy O’Connor Junior, the website is a central point for golf clubs to pool their marketing power and creates an easier way for candidates to find golf related positions from Greenkeepers to Golf Professionals and Club Managers.

The developers of golfjobs.co.uk are keen to ensure that the website is seen as not just a jobs board, but a site that offers recruitment advice on CV preparation and interview skills.

There will also be a golf news feed from BBC sport, as well as general information on careers in the golf sector.

BOWCOM GETS NEW OWNER

Bowcom, the supplier of complete linemarking solutions, safety products and setting out equipment, has been acquired by the Cardiff-based Fiddes Group, which has led to significant investment in research and development and a number of major innovations to the Bowcom brand.

The acquisition and substantial financial investment has provided Bowcom with a platform from which an extensive programme of reorganisation and expansion has recently been undertaken.

This includes a dedicated new laboratory and production facilities at the company’s new headquarters in Cardiff and the creation of a number of new jobs in product development and technical support.

The new direction the company is taking involves an exciting release of products into the Pitch and Ground Care markets.

FAIRWAYS’ SCOTSTURF SUCCESS

Fairways GM, Ransomes Jacobsen’s new dealer with a territory encompassing most of Scotland, experienced a very successful Scotsturf in November.

Coming just two days after they began trading as a Ransomes Jacobsen dealer, Scotsturf provided the perfect launch for the Fairways team.

Managing Director David Rae said, “We were elated with the response from visitors to our stand. With the support of the manufacturer we had the biggest stand at the show and we were busy throughout. This was the perfect opportunity for us to introduce the company to Scottish turf professionals and the whole event was a great success.

“The stand was superb and certainly made a statement. We had the opportunity to talk to many loyal Ransomes Jacobsen customers and possible future clients and were able to demonstrate that we’re here for the long term. All in all, a great start for the company.”
GREEN FINGERED GURU APPOINTED

Paul McClean, has been appointed as Head Greenkeeper at the brand new, £50 million, The Carrick on Loch Lomond; De Vere Resort Ownership Limited's 5-star international golf and leisure resort.

Paul will preside over the stunning fairways of the championship level, all-season, traditional heathland style course working with Estates Manager, Alec Glachan, taking responsibility for both grounds staff and machinery.

Commenting on his appointment, Paul said, "The opportunity to take responsibility for the fairways of a course of this calibre is very rare.

The Carrick design and location is spectacular and I do not underestimate the challenge of keeping Doug Carrick's course at championship level standards all year round.

"It will be a stunning course to play and I am delighted that it will be pay and play, giving people of all levels the chance to walk the fairways of a magnificent course," he continued.

Born and educated in Galway, Ireland, Paul moved to Helensburgh eight years ago where he was employed at the exclusive Loch Lomond Golf Club as Assistant Superintendent.

Before this he worked at the Jack Nicklaus designed parkland course, Mount Juliet Golf Club, which hosted the 2004 AMEX World Tour.

Craig Mitchell, MD of DVROL, said, "Paul's enthusiasm and experience will make him a valuable member of the estates team."

MINE'S A DOUBLE

For the second year running Edward Stant and his partner, Paul Woodham, reached the Scots Doubles Final, held on the West Course of the Wentworth Club.

After travelling down with the Midlands Scotts Area Sales Manager, Mark Rayner, on Saturday October 9, the lucky finalists were treated to a full English breakfast in the outrageous splendid of the Wentworth clubhouse, upon which they received their 'goody bags' consisting of tees, pitch fork repairer, course planner, etc.

The course was, as the previous year, in fantastic condition. Every inch was in pristine condition and, after a rocky start, Paul and Edward managed to squeeze out their extremely friendly opponents, for a memorable victory.

The entire day was courtesy of Mark Rayner and Scotts, not forgetting to mention Chris Kennedy from Wentworth, who arranged the tee time and breakfast.

"I would like to thank all concerned, especially Scotts, for one of the most fantastic days involving golf you could ever ask to have," said the victorious Edward, who is the Midland Section Chairman.

NEW DEPOT MANAGER FOR ROLAWN

Rolawn have appointed a new depot manager for their Botley Southampton depot.

Simon Chandler has been promoted as Rolawn Depot Manager Southampton. Simon, 30, joined Rolawn as Assistant Manager at the Sunningdale depot four years ago.

He took up his new post at the depot located at the Hillier Garden Centre, Botley on October 1. Prior to Simon joining Rolawn, his previous experience included work within the retail distribution sector.

BUILDING FOR GROWTH

GGM, a grounds care machinery and parts suppliers, have announce the significant expansion of their grounds care business following the successful purchase of additional and larger premises next door to their existing facility on the Whitewalls Industrial Estate, in Colne, Lancashire.

The new building, which will be used from January 2005, will feature an impressive product display area and an all new state-of-the-art workshop facility, which is double the size of the current building.

The development represents a significant financial investment by GGM and will result in the recruitment of up to five people, across all parts of the company.

The decision to purchase the property follows recent impressive growth, a part of which results from the recently developed e-commerce website where customers can buy new and used equipment and spares online, but also reflects expected demand for grounds care equipment in the future.

Chris Gibson, GGM Managing Director explains, "This move is part of our overall strategic business plan to develop our business in a way that meets the increasing needs of our customers."

IRRIPLAN'S 10TH ANNIVERSARY SUCCESS

Independent irrigation consultancy IrriPlan has celebrated its 10th anniversary during 2004 - a year that has proved to be the most successful in its history.

Originally formed by Giles Wardle as Wardle Associates in 1994, the company became Wardle Consulting Engineers in 1997 and changed its name to IrriPlan in 2003. IrriPlan welcomed Phil Langdon back to the company in 2003 as Projects Director for Scotland and Ireland. This year he's been instrumental to the company's growth and success.

"It's been a very busy year for us and we've been privileged to work on some fantastic projects", said Giles.